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About the speaker
Chris Callen, CM-BIM, CM-Lean
Born into a construction family, Chris was pretty sure 
he wanted nothing to do with the industry. Once in the 
‘real-world’, however, it finally dawned on him how 
much Construction meant to him. This, combined with 
the impact technology was beginning to take on the 
industry, Chris set out to make an impact. Initially as a 
contractor CEO, then as a startup founder, Chris has 
experienced many successes. 

This is the story of his greatest failure. Enjoy.



Operation Market Garden
Almost 3.5 months after D-Day, the Allied forces created the 
operation in attempt to end the war by Christmas in history’s 
greatest airborne assault. ‘Market’ was the airborne assault to 
seize key bridges that would be utilized by the XXX Corps tank 
group to attack on the ground in an operation called ‘Garden’.

Required coordination of:

• Paratroopers 34,600 men (101st, 82nd, 1st Divisions)

• Tank Column, 50,000 men (XXX Corps)

• Capture of 9 bridges over 64 miles of a single road through 
3 cities. 



6 Ways the Operation Went Wrong 

RADIO COMMUNICATION FAILED
Although every unit was deployed with radios, most communication was limited to runners. Radio operators did 
not anticipate the wooded landscape’s impact on longer distance communication.

THE GERMANS DESTROYED THE SON BRIDGE BEFORE THE 101ST COULD SECURE IT
This resulted in XXX Corps having to build their own temporary bridge, delaying the advance. 

NOT ENOUGH AIRCRAFT TO DROP ALL PARATROOPERS AT ONCE
The number of available aircraft meant that paratroopers had to be dropped over a period of 3 days. This 
meant the first in were undersupplied and on their own.



6 Ways the Operation Went Wrong 

THE ENTIRE ADVANCE WAS ALONG A SINGLE ROAD 
Time was the largest enemy of the advancing XXX Corps and the limitation of a road 

that could only fit two vehicles across compounded this. 

TWO WELL-EQUIPPED PANZER (TANK) DIVISIONS GUARDED ARNHEM
Ignoring reports of the defensive positions, Allied forces decided to aim for Arnhem. The airborne troops fought 
valiantly for 5 days (having only prepared for 2) before being forced to surrender. This bridge was not secured.

ARNHEM LANDING ZONES WERE TOO FAR FROM THE LANDING ZONE
Paratroopers were dropped nearly 8 miles from their objective. 



Grit’s Goal
As a subcontractor, I was frustrated with Schedules that 
most existed as contractor addendums. They seemed to 
only be referenced when things were going poorly. On top of 
this, we had short-interval planning, weekly coordination 
meetings and daily logs. All of these discussed the 
timeliness of construction deliverables, but didn’t seem to 
communicate with each other. 

Grit aimed to connect:

• Scheduling

• Last Planner Process

• Commitment & Progress Tracking

• BIM for Project Control



The Players
In both Operation Market Garden and in operation of Grit, immense collaboration was required 
between very different groups that focus on different priorities,



VDC, Scheduling <> Pilots

Paratroopers in 1944 were relatively new to full scale military 
tactics. Until they reached the ground, they were largely at 
the mercy of their pilots. Once they landed, they were lightly 
supplied and reinforced compared to traditional troops. 

• Strengths

o Educated

o Expert users of software

• Weaknesses

o Overworked

o Primary focus in other areas, even departments



PM’s, Sup’s <> Tank Cmmdr.

Considerable muscle on the field, these tank teams are 
almost impossible to stop given the right preparation and 
perspectives on their objective. While powerful, they rely 
upon others to provide alternative views that can prevent 
dangerous blind spots. 

• Strengths

o Experienced

o Phenomenal Problem-Solving Ability

• Weaknesses

o Apt to have blind spots



Foremen <> Infantry
The primary reason any ground is gained. Making up the 

largest group in number, the infantry is responsible for 
filling the gaps between other forces. This group is also 
the longest in existence, maintaining processes and 
assumptions from centuries ago. 

• Strengths

o Gets things Done

o Diverse

o Incredible amount of Practical Knowledge

• Weaknesses

o Slow to replace processes that ’work’ 

o Straight forward processes 



What Went Wrong
It’s easy to see, in hindsight, some of the missteps we took in our goal to revolutionize 
Construction Scheduling. These are our top 6.



Not Enough Aircraft

With the amount of airplanes and gliders available, it 
would require 3 drops to get the number of paratroopers 
deemed necessary for success. This problem was 
compounded due to bad weather delaying the 2nd and 3rd 
drops. 

Grit originally started with a VR-native application. Like any 
other VR related startup, we fought the hardware cost and setup 
requirements, but when attempting to get hardware, 
administration and training for every foremen on every site, 
there was a constant need for more.

VR Not Practical at Scale



Son Bridge Destroyed

When the 101st Airborne reached the bridge over the river 
Son, they found it destroyed. This forced the use of a 
temporary bridge system, While impressive in use and 
build time, this construction halted the advance to already 
secured positions down the road.

Grit had made the decision early on to integrate with existing 
model viewers. While smart in the long haul, Grit had to perform 
operations that the viewer was not build for. We were forced to 
build our own model element split tool & reupload tool. These 
were required for users to use the other features down the line.

Integration shortcomings



Communication Failed

With as many different objectives that needed to be met, 
constant communication was of paramount importance. 
Each group had different priorities based on their part in 
the plan. Not being able to communicate the interplay 
between these plans mean everyone was on their own.

One of the primary reasons Grit was started was to connect the 
VDC scheduling, planning and control operations on jobsites. 
While Grit did build a complete messaging system attached to 
the schedule, users were unsure where their role ended, and 
another’s began. This led to handoffs being missed. 

Stakeholder Separation



Single Route of Advance

As the entire advance of the tanks ran along a single road, 
there were constant bottlenecks. The land on either side of 
the road was either too wooded or soft for vehicles to 
leapfrog each other at a traffic jam

Easily the biggest problem with Grit’s Process is that it required 
so much from so many. As Grit’s simulations required the BIM 
for workspace calculations, the process began and ended with 
the requirement that everyone and every process utilize BIM.

There were no workarounds to keep the process moving. 

BIM AND Cloud AND Last Planner AND AI Sequencing

The ‘AND’ Problem



Surprise Panzers

Taking a risk at the level of German troop placement near 
Arnhem, the Allied forces faced their most difficult hurdle in 
the final 4 miles of the advance. In then end, the lightly 
reinforced paratroopers were simply outgunned and were 
forced to surrender, holding their position over twice as 
long as planned.

Grit’s simulation engine worked surprisingly well for a new 
concept. While they did what they were intended to, users are 
used to CPM based algorithms, which can be contextualized by 
Gantt charts. There is no equivalent human-machine interface 
that ‘proves’ simulation in the way that Grit used it. This is the 
best and worst thing about intelligent applications. 

Unproven Simulation Logic 



LZ’s Too Far Away
For troops to get from their landing zone to the Arnhem 
bridge, they had to travel 8 miles. They eventually got 
separated, without having the ability to communicate with 
each other. 

Even aside from the fact that project teams were leery of 
trusting Grit’s sequencing simulations, the amount of processes 
that referenced CPM-based logic can be found in almost all 
stages of the construction process. While a major goal of Grit 
was to reimagine these processes, we failed to anticipate how 
difficult it would be to have schedulers change their workflows.

Workflows Reliant on CPM



Persistent Barriers to Grit Adoption

HARDWARE AVAILABILITY/REQUIREMENTS, SOPHISTICATION OF SOFTWARE 
Exciting, sophisticated tools require extensive training and expertise. When building a collaborative solution, the 
components that require intensive operations must be minimal and isolated, not interwoven with operations for 
everyone else. 

CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS & IMPLICATIONS
The relationships between parties in Design-Bid-Build projects incentivize departure from risk, namely through the 
liberal use of contracts. While Design-Build relationships help, anytime a software extends it use to front-line 
personnel, as it is with Grit, you are still likely crossing two contractual boundaries.

REPLICATING THE ANALOG WORKFLOW, NO MATTER HOW DIGITAL IT APPEARS
Collaborative solutions are powerful because they cut down silos, even within an individual trade or General 
Contractor. The problem that solutions often miss is that siloes also have perfectly plausible reasons for existing, 
and those reasons must continue to be respected with a new solution.



How we are facing our next battle:

FOCUS ON FLEXIBILITY – THE ‘OR’ TACTIC
Every project will have different inputs, users, and even different objectives when it comes to scheduling. We have 
to create a product that can be used how the project team want to use it. 

ABANDON ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AS INITIAL VALUE PROPOSITION
Looking back a year, it is surprising how much we underestimated the application of CPM algorithms. Most of the 
pain points of scheduling can be attributed to other areas such as collaboration or coordination of the schedule 
rather than creation. CPM works, it just needs help creating transparency and bi-lateral communication. 

DOUBLE DOWN ON COLLABORATIVE INTEGRATIONS, CONNECTIONS
We were egotistical to believe we could replace the whole process in one swift movement. By playing nicely with 
legacy solutions where it makes sense, Grit can focus on providing value where the alternatives are PDFs or 
paper. Only by doing this can Grit expect to achieve a valuable foothold in the scheduling process. 



D-Day



The ‘OR’ Tactic
By making Grit flexible, it not only increases the types and number of projects that could use it, but also means that project 
teams can ’pull’ the features they are interested in and not have useless features be ‘pushed’ on them. 



Flexibility of Use 

BIM 

Collaborative Cloud CPM 
(Gantt & Lookahead)

Daily Logs Procurement
LMEI (Submittal, RFI)

Work Plan

Collaborative Cloud CPM (Gantt 
& Lookahead)

Collaborative Cloud CPM 
(Gantt & Lookahead)

Production Tracking

Floor-D 
Value

Daily LogsWork Plan

Procurement
LMEI (Submittal, RFI)

Value

ValueDifferent project can use Grit in different ways, 
adding modules at will.

Project A Project B Project C



Questions?
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